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The Brush Runabout - Everyman’s Car 1907 to 1913
Introduction I have prepared this Volume on an honorary basis as an infinitesimal pay-back for the 37 years of
enjoyment driving my 1910 Brush Runabout D26 “ Jean Frances” in, Around and Across Australia. This is a
Not For Profit Project, Copies are available at cost of printing and postage to all Brush Owners and Enthusiasts,
Museums, Libraries, Historical Societies and the Media. This volume will, I hope eventually, provide on a
website, a framework for instantaneous correction, update and additions via a Webmaster. There is also a need
for a web-based forum for Brush owners to share info, seek advice and search for parts.
I want to thank all the Brush Runabout Owners and Motoring Enthusiasts around our World, who have
provided photos and information, and, a special thanks to those who have carried out the editing. My research,
apart from my own extensive files, has been with the help of Safari and Google, wandering through the
worldwide web, digging out photos and info – following up good & bad leads.
Special thanks to John C. Meyer III editor, Horseless Carriage Gazette, Charles Stokes – creator of
www.brushauto.net – Brush Runabout Everyman’s Car and John Guy – Editor “The Brush Runabout” for the
access to and free use of their data. In searching the web I have found lumps of coal and shining diamonds, I
wish to thank the many many websites who have unknowing given up their data to help me in my research, as
mentioned this is an honorary project, the only cost is printing and postage. My thanks to Wikipedia,
Hemmings, Horseless Carriage Club of America, Horseless Carriage Foundation and American Automobile
Club of America.
I offer my very special thanks to my wife Alison and ask her forgiveness for the jobs left undone and the many
hours of un-contactable staring at my Apple gear surrounded by many stacks of papers.
It is a tribute to A P Brush and the amazing Brush Runabout that,
in 2016, one hundred and three years since the closure of Brush
Manufacturing, there are so many Brush Runabouts being enjoyed
by their owners on rallies, parades and exhibitions, around the
world – United Kingdom, Norway, Poland, Austria, Switzerland,
Spain, China, Australia, New Zealand, Alaska, Canada and in USA –
home of Brush Manufacturing. I contend that it is a record for an
automobile that was manufactured for less than six years. I
encourage you to think about buying and restoring a Brush, you will have instant friends around the world, you
will amaze yourself with your unknown abilities, and you will fall in love with this amazing veteran automobile.
Bob Lamond Brush Owner – Mentor/Historian for Brush Owners in Australia lamond2@bigpond.com
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Alanson Partridge Brush 1878 -1952
With thanks to Hemmings and other contributors

1902 Wayne County Courthouse
October of 1902, strolling pedestrians and horse-and-buggy operators alike were shocked to hear a tremendous
rattling coming from a maroon runabout with Alanson Brush at the wheel. Brush aimed his runabout at the
grand staircase of the Wayne County Building, set the intake valve for extra throttle and pushed the accelerator.
In seconds, he was climbing the staircase, one crashing step after another. When he reached the summit he
pointed the runabout’s sloping dash westward, and, amid gasps from the gathered crowd (Brush recalled
“thousands” in attendance), clattered his way back down the stairs, demonstrating the holding power of the dual
rear brakes. When he safely reached level ground, the crowd erupted into cheers and the landscaped park was
renamed “Cadillac Square” in honor of the car that conquered it.
The Driver, a native Detroiter named Alanson Partridge Brush. He was a gifted, self-taught engineer who
developed and patented a raft of innovations that, in some cases, have long been wrongly credited to others.
Born in 1878, Brush received a normal public elementary and secondary education, but apparently never
attended college or received an engineering degree. He fought in an infantry unit during the Spanish-American
War, battling in Cuba when Teddy Roosevelt and his Rough Riders were subjugating it.
Mustered out, Brush joined the firm established
in 1890 by master machinist Henry M. Leland.
When Brush arrived in 1899, he already had a
number of patents under his belt. Leland,
meanwhile, had a contract to produce 2,000
gasoline engines for Oldsmobile. Brush was
extensively involved in their development,
boosting their output by 23 percent. And yet,
youth would simply not hinder Brush’s career.
Adding to his two existing patents, Brush racked
up five more with improvements he made on
Leland’s existing “Little Hercules,” including a
patent on the variable intake valve and a unique
crank Brush, age 25, with Leland in his office
which turned counterclockwise, meaning that if it
backfired before ignition, the Cadillac would fling
the hands of right-handed motorists away safely
instead of snapping their wrists (as many
clockwise cranks were known to do).
Henry Leland originally developed “Little Hercules” for the Oldsmobile Company, but Ransom E. Olds
thought the engine swap would be too troublesome and turned him down. After Brush’s modifications were
installed, the little horizontally-opposed one-cylinder was claimed to develop (conservatively) 10.25 horsepower
and could propel the runabout to speeds of nearly 30 mph. It was easy to maintain—curious owners could
remove the cylinder head for cleaning; the most adventurous ones could even change out the transmission’s gear
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ratios to customize the Model A for driving on hilly roads. Thanks to Brush, Leland had a superb engine.
The following year, William Murphy and Lemuel W. Bowen, two early financial backers of Henry Ford, who
were disgusted by his tinkering with racecars, called in Leland as a consultant. They asked Leland to appraise the
Ford factory and equipment so they could liquidate it and get
out of the car business. Instead, Leland showed them the
Brush-massaged engine that Oldsmobile had nixed, and urged
Murphy and Bowen to stay in the game. The car they agreed to
build was named Cadillac, after the French explorer who had
discovered what became Detroit in the early 1700’s.

1902 Cadillac Rear Entrance Tonneau
Following Brush's highly publicized demonstration drive, the
prototype Cadillac was displayed at the New York Automobile
Show. The first production Cadillac, the Model A, was
introduced in 1903.
Brush, now Cadillac's Chief Engineer, loaded the Model A
with components he'd designed and patented himself. Most
noteworthy, though, was its Brush-patented two-speed planetary
transmission.

1905 Cadillac
Brush would design the first fourcylinder Cadillac engine in 1905, before teaming up
with Murphy to co-found Oakland in Pontiac
(Oakland County, Michigan) in the summer of 1907.
A prototype was soon built, although Brush was
gone by the end of the year.
Whilst at Cadillac Brush wanted to build a very light
two-cylinder car however
Leland, who controlled Cadillac, turned it down
and Brush resigned.
Fortunately Frank Briscoe, whose brother, Benjamin, had founded Maxwell-Briscoe in 1904, showed up with
investment capital and offered to bankroll Brush's project. By year's end, the Brush Runabout Company was
open for business in Detroit, building what would become one of the most successful early light cars.
The two-seat Runabout's single-cylinder, 6hp engine's crankshaft turned counter-clockwise, another Brush
innovation. Its chassis and axles were hewn from oak, hickory and maple, and the Brush was the first car to have
coil springs and shock absorbers at all four wheels. The car could easily reach 35 mph.
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In August 1907, Murphy formed the Oakland Motor Car Company.
Murphy was aware that Alanson P. Brush, creator of the highly successful
Brush Runabout, had designed a sample two-cylinder car for Cadillac,
which that fastidious company did not seem to want. He made an
agreement with Brush to manufacture under license.
Brush designed Oakland 2 cylinder engine

The first Oakland looked good enough but was a sales flop. Perhaps it featured too many novelties, among
which were the engine cranked in the anticlockwise direction, a crankshaft balancer and
coil suspension. All Brush patents. Undismayed,
Murphy had the design revamped by Brush and
the following year came out with another twocylinder Model A two-passenger runabout,
selling for $1,300. Powered by a rugged 20hp
engine, it was priced to cut the ground from
under its competitors. This one the public liked
and its approval was reflected in the sale of 491
Oakland's during 1908.

In 1909 New York Motor Show Brush exhibited his new 2 cylinders Runabout – 12hp, 50mph at 2,500rpm
with twin counter balance gears. Apparently he made 50 twin cylinder motors without Board approval. On
hearing the projected price of $750 the Board refused to authorize production as Henry’s T was selling at $485.

Brush sold the engines to the nearby
C A Strelinger & Co Generator
factory and my twin was found in
Hawaii.
In 2006, thanks to the tireless efforts
of Brian Love and his friend Colin,
Alanson Brush’s dream has come to
life and easily powered my Brush
“Across
Australia”
on
the
2012Centenary Expedition.
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In 1909 Oakland had been merged into William Crapo Durant's nascent
General Motors. Durant hired Brush as a GM consulting engineer.
Meanwhile, Benjamin Briscoe, who harbored Durant-like delusions of
grandeur, attempted to merge Brush, Maxwell-Briscoe, Stoddard-Dayton,
and others into a GM-themed conglomerate called the United States
Motor Co., financed solely by what amounted to promissory notes.
Predictably, the firm imploded within a year, and the Brush Runabout was
history. Its creator, however, was not. Brush would go on to a
distinguished career as a consulting engineer, forming his own firm, the
Brush Engineering Association; one of its first projects was designing the
150-cu.in. inline-four for the Monroe, an entry-level car positioned below
Chevrolet by Durant, and driven by Gaston Chevrolet to victory in the
1920 Indianapolis 500. He also did consulting for marque as diverse as
Marmon and American La France, indeed, he, designed the 1941
American La France 260hp 12.4 litre V12 An amazingly talented self
taught engineer.
Brush died in March 1952 - Detroit News mourned the passing of "a colourful auto
pioneer." Brush is said to have held the greatest number of patents in those formative years.

1902 Photo of the works of Leland & Faulconer Manufacturing Company where A P Brush worked from 1899
to 1902 when he joined Cadillac
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Photos courtesy of Horseless
Carriage Gazette.

Brush at one stage held the most
patents of any motor engineer.

These two Royalty invoices
(Courtesy of Bob Nice USA) are
likely to be to Cadillac
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HELPED PUT DETROIT ON THE MAP

Detroit Free Press 7 March 1952

COLORFUL AUTO PIONEER
A P BRUSH, DIES at 74
Another of Detroit’s great auto pioneers died Thursday.
Alanson P. Brush, 74, maker of the famous Brush Runabout, died at his home in The
Art Centre Apartments, 201 E. Kirby.
Mr. Brush’s achievements in the fledging Auto industry about the turn of the century
are legion.
He designed the first Cadillac and his Brush Runabout.

THE
BRUSH
RUNABOUT,
AFFECTIONATELY REMEMBERED
He was an organizer of the Oakland Motor
Car Co., forerunner of the present Pontiac
Division of General Motors Corp.
Affiliated with R. E. Olds, he worked on the
curved-dash Olds car.
A NATIVE DETROITER
Mr. Brush was a self-trained mechanical engineer.
In recent years he had won attention as an expert witness in patent litigation. But it was in the development of
the motorcar that he spent most of his life.
When Henry M. Leland founded the Cadillac Motor Car Co. Mr. Brush was the chief designer.
The first Cadillac motor - Model A was built with many of his patents.
*
*
*
Mr. Brush liked to recall a day in 1902 when he drove a one-cylinder Cadillac up the front steps of the Wayne
County Building and down again.
Thousands of persons stood in Cadillac Square and cheered the memorable ride.
Later, the Cadillac was the first American vehicle to win the International Dewar Trophy – the first major
tribute to a new Detroit industry.
*
*
*
INSPIRED BY the sale of eight Cadillacs that year, Mr. Brush turned his talents towards designing a ”peoples”
car – the Brush Runabout. It was the first American car to use coil-spring suspension and built-in shock
absorbers. It also was one of the first to substitute a steering wheel for a tiller bar.
The Brush firm proved highly successful until it was disbanded for unannounced reasons in 1913.
THIS IS A TRUE COPY OF THE DETROIT FREE PRESS ARTICLE 7 MARCH 1952
COMMEMORATING THE DEATH OF A. P. BRUSH. The copy of the original was too damaged
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ALANSON P BRUSH and HENRY FORD
With thanks to “Flat Tire Jack”
A. P. Brush and Henry Ford met in the early days of the
development of the automobile. As mentioned before, each
shared the common goal of delivering the $500 car to the public.
Each was successful in meeting their goals but the path was
difficult at best.
Henry’s early ventures into car production were not successful
but led to Mr. Brush’s success. Likewise, Ford’s success would be
the harbinger of Brush’s downfall. On to the details...
Most of us can recite the Cliff Notes version of Henry Ford’s
life. The alphabet succession of models up to the Model T, huge
production numbers, “any color as long as it is black”, the modern assembly line, etc. Fewer know of the days
before the Model T. This is where A. P. Brush enters. In Henry Ford’s earliest ventures (Henry Ford Company),
he was at loggerheads with the management team. The financiers had their idea of what an automobile should
be and Chief Engineer Henry harbored a different vision.
The money people brought in a consultant, one Henry M. Leyland, to sort things out. The Chief Engineer left
his own company and the firm was renamed the Cadillac Automobile Company. Picking up the slack in Mr.
Ford’s absence was our A. P. Brush, an employee of Leland Faulconer. LeyLand and Faulconer were providers
of the one cylinder Oldsmobile engine.
With an improved design, it became the first Cadillac engine and A. P. became Cadillac’s chief engineer. In 1905
Brush left the position to cofound the Oakland Car Company and in 1907 founded Brush Runabout Company.
In the meantime, Henry Ford starts Ford Motorcar Company in 1903 with a $28,000 capitalization and the rest
is history. Partners and investors included C. Harold Wills, John and Horace Dodge.
The Brush Runabout was a successful design with over 20,000 being produced before 1911. So successful in fact
it was folded into United States Motor Company, a creation of Brush’s financiers, the Briscoe brothers.
Benjamin Briscoe funded David Buick’s first car. Seizing on the opportunities the emerging transportation
market offered, Benjamin attempted to merge four major manufacturers, Ford, Buick, Reo and Maxwell. Henry
Ford and David Buick were no peach orchard ponies and rebuffed the deal leaving the Briscoe’s to devise
another plan. U. S. Motors was founded with the merger of Maxwell, Reo, Brush, Columbia Motor Car
Company and Stoddard-Dayton. $6,000,000 in financing was secured but the venture proved under funded and
ultimately failed in 1912.
The loose ends - A. P. Brush goes to work for General Motor’s Billy Durant as a consulting engineer. Henry
Leyland founds Lincoln, which was later acquired by Henry Ford. Oakland forms the basis of Pontiac. Dodge
Brothers start building their own cars in 1915. C. Harold Wills, Ford’s engineer and investor also starts a car
company, Wills St. Clair. The Briscoe’s go on to crude oil refining, gold mining and agricultural experimentation.
The $500 car? Both A.P. Brush and later Henry Ford bested the challenge by producing vehicles that replaced
the horse at a competitive price point. “Everyman’s Car” becomes a reality that changed the lives of us all.
United States Motor Company
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
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The United States Motor Company (USMC) was organized by Benjamin Briscoe
in 1910 as a selling company, to represent various manufacturers. It had begun life
as the International Motor Company in 1908 in an attempt to create the first major
consolidation within the industry with Maxwell-Briscoe and Buick, which did not
succeed.
International Motor was renamed USMC in December 1909. By the end of 1910
there were 11 constituent companies, each still headed by the individual who had
built each company originally. During 1910, rumors surfaced that United States
Motor Company was going to merge with General Motors, but Briscoe scotched
the rumors by stating that any attempt to integrate General Motors into USMC would create chaos.
This was an effort to try to save several independent automotive manufacturing companies who were having
great difficulty in getting the necessary financial backing. Those companies included: Maxwell, Stoddard-Dayton,
Grabowsky Motor Vehicle Company, Briscoe Manufacturing, Courier Car Co, Columbia Automobile Company,
Brush Motor Car Company, Alden Sampson Trucks, Gray Marine, and Providence Engineering Works, with
the Thomas and other lines coming aboard later.
1910 production announced in mid-year included 15,000 Maxwells, 10,000 Brush Runabouts, and 10,000 of the
Stoddard-Dayton, Columbia, and Alden Sampson Trucks. Later in 1910, Briscoe formed United Motors
International, Ltd. to handle international sales of the United States Motor Company, focused mainly on
England.
Announcing some price reductions for 1911 models, the company stated that it had 18 plants with combined
floorspace of 49 acres (200,000 m2) with 14,000 employees capable of producing 52,000 vehicles. There were 52
models offered in 1911. It was claimed that there was no left over stock of unsold cars from the 1910 model
year and that business was up fifty-seven percent from the year earlier period.
Briscoe several times complained that the antipathy of bankers to the automobile industry was hampering
growth.
In early 1912, the company suspended dividend payments on its preferred stock and in September 1912 year
went into receivership. The bankers attributed the failure to bad management. A conflict between two of its
backers, who also had a financial interest in General Motors, led to the downfall. Briscoe retired in late 1912 and
was replaced by Walter E. Flanders as manager for the receivers committee. The assets of the United States
Motor Company and constituent companies were sold for $7,080,000 at a public foreclosure sale in January
1913.
The USMC assets were purchased by Walter Flanders, who reorganized the company as the Maxwell Motor
Company, Inc. This was the only surviving member of the group. In the early 1920s this company was
reorganized and became Chrysler.
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Extracts from the Automobile Magazine January 1910
MAXWELL-BRISCOE, COLUMBIA, BRUSH RUNABOUT MERGER, UNITED STATES MOTOR
COMPANY RAPIDLY CRYSTALLIZING, SIXTEEN-MILLION-DOLLAR AGGREGATION OF
MOTOR INTERESTS
Benjamin Briscoe, having just returned from Detroit, L-J where a conference was held with Frank Briscoe,
President of the Brush Runabout Company, and the Briscoe Mfg. Company, carried in his wake a series of
persistent rumors which have for their purport much more definite matter involving the future of the United
States Motor Company, than that which passed current in recent days. The best information
available at this time is to the effect that the Maxwell-Briscoe, Columbia, Brush Runabout, Briscoe Mfg.
Company, Ajax-Grieb Rubber Company, Westchester Appliance Company, and other concerns of a
representative character, are the moving spirits in this monster re-arrangement of automobile interests. To what
extent this nucleus will gather force is a matter, which will have to be confined to speculation.
The character of the men and the companies represented in this new line-up is such as to whet the imagination,
and it is anticipated by the knowing ones in the inner circle, that the United States Motor Company is destined
to rival the Napoleonic movements of he most ambitious efforts in recent times; it being the idea, according to
reports, to coalesce a series of companies, each one of which is to be a leader in its particular line of endeavor,
financially self-sustaining, and so situated with respect to the market that
the united concerns will add their respective quota without overlapping. In this way, it will be possible to reap
advantages in all directions, because each unit in the big combination will be habitually expert in its own
particular line, and the sum of these units will be of concentrated advantage, due to the combined ability under
conditions of economy of management, which should result in the greatest good to the purchasing public, taking
the form of superior product at the minimum cost. It has long been understood by those who keep informed as
to the strength of the under current in automobile circles, that the General Motors Company had its eye on the
Maxwell-Briscoe series of plants, which it hoped to augment by taking over the big new plant in which Brush
runabouts are made. Frank Briscoe seems to have been adamant in the face of all these tempting offers, and
perhaps the present proposed creation represents the gist of the real answer; at all events the market has
evidently suspected something from the quarter which is dominated by the Maxwell-Briscoe interests, and the
activities of the General Motors Company in the direction of acquiring these interests led to speculation of the
groundless sort. The market was merely blinded by the known fact that the General Motors Company wanted to
make a combination, and while rumormongers basked in the light of this one idea, the real scene was being
shifted into presentable shape behind an asbestos curtain. The United States Motor Car Company was quietly
incorporated under the laws of the State of New Jersey, and the capitalization was stated to be $2,000, which
inconspicuous sum lent an air of mystery to the project when it was learned that the Maxwell-Briscoe string of
capital had its finger in the pie. C. W. Kelsey, of the Maxwell-Briscoe Company (head of the sales organization),
is arranging to take up his new duties in Hartford, and the old Columbia Motor Car Company is bound to
feel the energizing presence of Kelsey, as soon as he is able to find a suitable residence for himself and family,
which, however should not be an extremely difficult task in Hartford. That it is considered a move of the
greatest importance for the United States Motor Car Company to acquire the Columbia Company is readily seen
when the point is made that the Columbia Company, under the skillful management of the late George H. Day,
secured control of the Selden patent, and this company has always represented the
dominant situation in the management of the Selden patent. When the Maxwell-Briscoe Company, Premier, and
five or six others, came down the A. M. C. M. A. tree, it was little thought that by a skillful move on the part of
the Maxwell-Briscoe interests, they would climb to a more favorable position on the other tree which the Court
put its mark of favor on. Around Hartford, the situation seems to be fairly well understood, and the automobile
fraternity there is aroused to a high pitch of anticipating excitement.
Benjamin Briscoe had received a phone and the caller was Anthony Brady. Brady had made his fortune in street
railways and utilities. He was one of the smartest men in the business and he knew everyone and everything that
mattered. He offered Briscoe a million dollars to get started if he would buy the Columbia Motor Car Co.
which had changed its name from the Electric Vehicle Company two years earlier. With Brady on his team, he
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knew that the banks would act favourably on financial backing on his company. They contacted Eugene Meyer,
Jr. who agreed to finance the venture and in February of 1910 with a $30,000,000 capitalized fund, the United
States Motor Car Company was formed. With all of the money to spend, Briscoe was ready to spend and spend
he did. He became the owner of 126 companies. He built a seven-story office building in New York and made it
his headquarters
The Brush Runabout Company was merged into
United States Motor company in early 1910.
Below are copies of ads showing the companies under
U. S. Motors.
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The Brush Runabout Fall 2011
Ed Clarke - who took the initiative to start the Association.
Annual Brush Owners Meeting Hershey Autumn 2011
A Note From Ed Clarke
Each year at Hershey Pennsylvania car meet, the car which always got my attention was the brush car. In 1983 I
purchased a 1910 Model D Brush. It needed much work and many parts. I found it very difficult to find the
parts I needed, and to talk with other owners of this great old car. I had been selling car parts for years at the
Hershey Flea market. I placed and add in Hemmings Motor News and invited to meet at my booth and
exchange information. I was delighted with the turnout, and it was there it was decide to form a Brush club.
Don Ohnstad volunteered to become the editor of the new club’s newsletter, and doing so kept the club going
for 10 years. After Don, Wilbur (Mac) McCoy picked up the wonderful job and published the newsletter for 11
years and now John Guy has been giving his talents to date. These 3 talented men have formed the glue which
has helped keep the club alive for 25 years and still growing.
Due to my wife’s and my own health and age I will now retire as President of The Brush Owners Association.
We will now look for a Brush member to step up and pick up the duties. My Best………. Ed Clarke
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Memorial - Wilbur “Mac” McCoy
1936 –2013
A Senseless and Tragic Loss – John Guy
Time passes so quickly. It is hard to believe that more than a year has gone by since former editor and Brush
Owners Association member Mac McCoy and his wife Peg were killed in a terrible automobile accident that
occurred on Thanksgiving evening 2013.
Mac was truly a great friend to so many of us in the Brush community.
Mac was one of the original
members of the club, and from the beginning he worked
tirelessly to spread the word on the Brush, and to willingly help
anyone who needed information, encouragement, or help with
their
restoration project
Mac volunteered as editor of
The Runabout for about 10 years.
His hard work as editor has left behind a priceless compilation
of Brush information as well as historical data that will be
available to current Brush enthusiasts
and future Brush owners and restorers for many years to come.
Through his efforts Mac was a driving force that helped to
make The Brush Owners Association one of the best
international antique automobile groups around. His friendship,
his good nature, and his knowledge on everything Brush will be
sorely missed.
A Tribute to a Dear Friend – Bob Lamond
To me Mac was a fountain of knowledge on the Brush and so willing to share his knowledge to help others - not
only in America but worldwide. In 1981 I
emailed Mac as Editor of TBR seeking some parts and thus commenced a 32 year friendship. In 2007 I stayed
with Mac and Peg prior to the Brush Car Centennial Meeting at the Gilmore Museum. I owe it to Mac for
helping me acquire the 2Cyl. Brush motor from Chip Perry in Hawaii and for all the research he had done on A
P Brush's development of the design and
manufacture of Brush 2 cyl. engines. Mac is now in Brush Heaven conversing with A P Brush & Henry Ford.
R I P Mac
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BRUSH RUNABOUT CONSTRUCTION 1907/1913
ESTIMATED
MODEL

ENGINE
NUMBERS

A

1 - 100

B early

1000 - 1100

B late

TRANS
NUMBERS

YEAR

HP

1907

6

1 - 100

1908

6

1101 - 1700

101 - 700

1908

7

BC

1701 - 3700

701 - 2700

1909

7

D

3701 - 13700

2701 - 12700

1910

10

E&M

13701 - 15000

12701 - 14000

1911

10

F

1501 - 20000

15001 - 19000

1912

10

LIBERTY

20001 TO ?

19000 TO ?

1912

10

The accuracy of these figures is questionable
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Where are they now ?
It is interesting that, in circulating 25 International
Motoring Museums, I have found 11 Brush
Runabouts in Museums and Historical Societies, 9 in
USA, one in Australia and one in New Zealand.
Personally my aim is to keep our Brush Runabouts
“On the Road” so the response from the Museum of
Science and Industry is very interesting and four
other Museums told a similar story.
“Thanks for your email. According to our records, we
once had three Brush Runabouts and here are the file notes on each:
1909, Brush Model Runabout, converted to truck, wooden body with hoop wagon, green with natural wood, 2
speed planetary transmission, chain drive. Engine # M-1206D, factory #: none, deaccessioned 1997 and sold at
public auction.
Listed in the file as 1904 (although it doesn’t look as though that is possible, with no detail listed, sold at public
auction in 1997.
1908 Brush - one cylinder, wood axles, knee action, individual springing.” Donor purchased this car for $90
from a Mr. Williams, who runs a garage and is a Ford dealer in Hanna City, Illinois. It was in very bad condition
when they bought it, and they put in a new crankshaft, new valves, pistons, and rings. It has very good
compression and was one of their best demonstrations at the Fair and in parades. It will go 1 1/2 miles an hour
in low, 12 miles an hour when wide open, and its vibration was normal at the time it was new.
Donor says there is a small brass plate on the car that indicates the model number was 7165” Sold to D.
Cameron Peck in 1944.
We wish you all the best with your book and your research. Best regards,
Steve Rosengard Assistant Curator Museum of Science and Industry 57th Street and Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, IL 60637 (773) 753.1371 phone http://www.msichicago.org
Our challenge is to firstly drive our Brush Runabouts as much as possible on Club Events, Charity &
Community parades and displays – show the community that they are roadworthy, historically
interesting and over 100 years young !
Our second challenge is this, as many of us Brush Owners are getting on in years, I am 80, to pass on
our Brush Runabouts to someone much younger who you feel will meet the first challenge – not sell it
to a museum or collector. I did that with another veteran car -you may get less money but your car will
live on – not lie unused as mine did in the home of a collector.
Bob Lamond

{1157 8#}
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Note the Liberty badge on the Radiator
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Maine Historical Society 1910 Brush Runabouts
This photo is dated 1910 and was found by Thomas Falkenberg of Norway who is a Brush Owner.
It is of Brush and Cole automobiles being unloaded from freight cars by the Portland Company’s electrically
operated track crane.
In 1910 the Portland Company began selling these two makes of new Automobiles as well as the Thomas. The
Brush Runabouts shown here were “The cars for the common man”. They cost only $385 each and had wooden
axles.
Our thanks to Thomas Falkenberg, The Maine Historical Society and David H Fletcher, author of “The
Portland Company 1846 – 1982.
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1912 Brush Runabout
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1909 Man driving Brush car during 1909 New York automobile carnival parade. The Brush is decorated with
American flags; "Ajax tires" painted on rear of Brush.
"Courtesy National Automotive History Collection, Detroit Public Library"

Artist's depiction of trophy cup for the Jesse Gregg
Dispatch Reliability Tour, sponsored by the Minnesota
State Automobile Association. It was awarded to D.H.
Kemp, who drove a Brush runabout car. Trophy
resembles a pitcher.
"Courtesy National Automotive History Collection,
Detroit Public Library"
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1909

Gliden Tour Brush Entry 103 entering Kearney, Nebraska USA
"Courtesy National Automotive History Collection, Detroit Public Library"
Brush

Runabout 1909 Gliden Tour competitors at Mankato - Car driven by D.B. Huss in the #103 Brush and F.A.
Trinkle in the #104 Brush." An American flag is on the back of car #103, a small group of spectators look on.
"Courtesy National Automotive History Collection, Detroit Public Library"
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Ypsilanti Automotive Heritage Museum unfortunately, does not have a Brush automobile in our museum
collection. Accidentally, a Brush was an important part of my personal family history. Attached is a c 1913 photo
of my grandfather and his Brush/Ford Model T. The front half of the car is a Brush. As my grandfather's family
grew, he cut the Brush in half and attached a Model T to accommodate all of his children. His Brush/Model T
hybrid is no longer with us. The picture was taken in Detroit.
Bill Nickels, Secretary Ypsilanti Automotive Heritage Museum

I feel sure Mac McCoy would have loved this photo Mac’s Brush
was not ready for the 100th Brush Centennial Meet.
I was staying with Mac and we “BRUSH ed” the model T with a
BRUSH sign on the radiator and BRUSH hubcaps replacing the
T hubcaps.
When interviewed at the meet Mac assured us that this was an
experimental Brush and was the only one made.
Little did Mac know that Grandpa Nickels had a BRUSH T in
1913
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1911 Brush Runabout Model F
1910 Photo of a Brush Runabout Model BC Norway
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1912 – Sidney Ferguson & Rex (mascot) in the 1911 Brush on route from Perth to Sydney with navigator
Francis Birtles (photographer) making the first West to East Motor Crossing of Australia.
Automobile versus the Horse and Buggy Challenge – Texas USA
The automobile is a Brush Runabout so it must have won !
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Reprint Brush Runabout Literature
To Order Please Mail Request and Payment to John Guy
The Brush Runabout, 2406 Fallen Branch Drive, Katy, Texas USA
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Have you ever seen one ?

I have no clue as to where I found this
photo ?

There is no doubt it is a Brush
single cylinder motor !

BRUSH ELECTRIC
LIGHTING SET
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MoTor
BoaTing

May 1912

Brush Marine Engines

3 to 5 hp
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1907
Courtesy of the Brush Runabout website
The first production vehicle of a Brush automobile was the 1907 model that had a 6 HP engine. Advertised as
the Brush $500.00 Runabout. It advertised speeds of up to 27 miles per hour, 8 speeds forward, reverse, and
interchangeable replacement parts.
There was no transmission, but a variable speed clutch that gave eight forwards speeds and one reverse. At high
speed it became simply a friction clutch.

On ebay July 2015 buy it now $US 159.74.
1907 Model A Brush Handbook
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Our thanks to the
UNIVERSITY of MICHIGAN

For the preservation of historic records
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WINTER 1907

Without A Car Being Shown Out Of Detroit !!
BRUSH AGENTS IN:
HOLLAND
SWEDEN
NEW ZEALAND
CUBA
MEXICO
LONDON
RUSSIA
GUATEMLA
IRELAND
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1907 DETROIT MOTOR SHOW

Brush

Model A

Stand

38
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1907 Model A Brush Runabout Chassis
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1907 A P Brush in advertisement for the 1907 Model A
“The Greatest Runabout Designer in the World”
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THE
BRUSH
$ 500 RUNABOUT
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Excerpts from the 1907 Brush Catechism –
Compulsory reading for all Brush Owners.
In October, 1905 Brush left Cadillac and started
an experimental laboratory & private shop.
His object was to build the lowest priced runabout
that could be built and still have an efficient
automobile at a minimum of running expense and
maximum durability; and, those points being
accomplished, the greatest comfort and best
appearance possible. His two determining factors
were a single cylinder motor and solid tires.

Q. Why do we use a 6 Horse Power ……………?
A. Because a 6 H.P. is ample and to spare ……..
Q, Why is the cylinder vertical…………………?
A. Because that position makes it absolutely accessible ….. three fourths of
bills are due to inaccessibility of parts.

operating trouble and repair

Q. Why are wood frame and axles used on the Brush…?
A Because for the same weight and cost on a car of this construction, wood is stronger than steel, more
resilient, more durable, less likely to break……..
Q. Why do we use spiral springs instead of elliptics…..?
A. Because they are more resilient and lighter than their equivalent in elliptics……spiral springs have been
considered impossible for automobiles owing to their great resilience, but… this has been overcome by the use
of friction-joint radius rods and hanging the body from the underside of the spring instead of on top…….
Q. Why is the steering wheel on the left hand side ?
A. Because one should always stop on the right side of the Street….it enables the passenger and the driver to
step out onto the sidewalk without having to climb or slide under the steering wheel… the drive may better
judge his distance when passing…
Q. What is the difference between pneumatic and solid tires..?
A. Pneumatics cost $50 more….they should last with care two seasons whilst the solids will last three
seasons……use pneumatics if you can afford a couple of dollars extra expense per month……..
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What the 1907 Brush $600 Package Cart Does

It is as roomy as the average horse delivery wagon, averages 10 to 12 miles per gallon
It carries 500 pounds safely
It averages 10 to 12 miles per hour, or about double the speed of horse deliveries
Gets 20 miles out of a gallon of gasoline and a trifle of oil

What the Package Cart Can’t Do

It can’t run over 15 miles per hour so the boy, therefore can’t dash around corners on two wheels, strike
the curb and then come home and say someone ran into him (Repair bill $60.00)
There is one seat only. The boy can’t take his girl out riding Sunday
It can’t get a puncture. Solid tires are used.
The jar of solid tires can’t crystalize the axle. Wood doesn’t crystalize.
Users of gasoline delivery wagons know how very important for the expense account the above “cant’s”
are. Need we say more?
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Great Expectations!

BUT Sadly ! ! !

A Model 100, B Model 700, BC Model 2,000

Good news D Model 10,000
Then E & M 1,300, F Model 5,000, Liberty ? ? ?
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As used in the
Model B
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1908 Baseball & Brush Runabouts
Automobiles & Baseball were two of the hottest things in
Detroit in 1908.
Alanson Brush seized on that popularity to market his
new Brush Runabouts.
Brush commissioned the members of famous Detroit
Tigers team of that year to help sell cars, including the
baseball legend Ty Cobb.

Legend has it that Ty Cobb liked the little Brush car but
was talked out of buying one by a friend who told him that
he must buy a really expensive car to inflate his image !
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1908/9 Model B C

1909 BRUSH RUNABOUT BILLBOARD AD – By: M.J. Frumkin
Billboards advertising automobiles are anything but new. One of the earliest images of an automobile billboard
in my collection is this sign for the 1909 Brush runabout that appears to have been posted in or near Detroit
The days of Brush billboards and manufacturing are over, but the Don Garlits Museum of Drag Racing in
Ocala, Fla., displays an excellent example of the vintage automobile.
This entry was posted in 1900s, Billboards.
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This Motor was installed in the Model B (late) Introduced in August 1908 and the Model BC in Mid 1909 –
estimated total production 2,600
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In the 1908 issue of Cycle and Automobile there is a copy of the Brush Announcement that “ We show at the
Grand Central Palace for the first time, our 2-cylinder car, using the Brush balanced vertical motor 12
H.P…come and see it at the New York and Chicago Shows”
“ A Dream on Wheels”
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1907 2 Cylinder Brush Engine No. 1 found in Hawaii

2

Cylinder Brush Engine No. 1 restored/installed in 1910 D 26 - Owner Bob Lamond Australia
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Whilst at Cadillac Brush wanted to build a very light two-cylinder car however Leland, who controlled
Cadillac turned it down and Brush resigned.
Fortunately Frank Briscoe, whose brother, Benjamin, had funded Maxwell-Briscoe in
1904, showed up with investment capital and offered to bankroll Brush's project.
By
year's end, the Brush Runabout Company was open for business in Detroit, building what
would become one of the most successful early light cars.
In August, 1907, Murphy formed the Oakland Motor Car Company. Murphy was aware
that Alanson P. Brush, creator of the highly successful Brush Runabout, had designed a
sample two-cylinder car for Cadillac, which that fastidious company did not seem to want.
He made an agreement with Brush to manufacture under license.
The first Oakland looked good enough but was a sales flop.
Perhaps it featured too many novelties, among which were the
engine cranked in the anti-clockwise direction, a crankshaft
balancer and coil suspension. All were Brush patents. Undismayed,
Murphy had the design revamped by Brush and the following year
came out with another two-cylinder Model A, a two-passenger
runabout, selling for $1,300. Powered by a rugged 20hp engine, it
was priced to cut the
ground from under its
competitors. This one the
public liked and its approval was reflected in the sale of 491 Oakland's
during 1908.
A Brush with a 2-cylinder engine, longer wheelbase and a dickey seat
was seen at the 1908 New York Auto Show, but did not go into production.
The Brush exhibited was a 2 cylinder Runabout – 12hp, 50mph at 2,500rpm with twin counter balance gears.
Apparently he made 50 twin cylinder motors without Board
approval. On hearing the projected price of $750 the Board
refused to authorize production as Henry’s T was selling at $485.
Brush sold the 50 engines to the nearby C A Strelinger & Co
Generator factory. This is
Bob Lamond’s twin as found in Hawaii.
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1910 Model D BRUSH Delivery Car
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1911 Australian Advertisement Canadian Cycle & Motor Company
Agents for the Brush Runabout Company in Australia
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The Abernathy Boys and their 1910 Brush Automobile Adventure
Pioneer Townsite Museum, P.O. Box 833, Frederick, OK 73542 • 580-335-5844 • www.tillmanokhistory.org
In 1910 Bud and Temple Abernathy, ages six and 10, rode their horses alone from their family ranch in Okla homa to New York City to attend a celebration honoring former President Theodore Roosevelt. The boys’ father was noted Oklahoma lawman and wolf hunter Jack ‘Catch ‘em Alive’ Abernathy who had forged a lasting
friendship with Roosevelt when he hosted the President for an Oklahoma Territory wolf hunt in 1905. During
their trip to New York City, the two “Little Cowboys from Oklahoma” (as news media of the day called them)
became celebrities of a sort. In Washington, D.C. they met with President Taft and his cabinet. Their father was
waiting for them on their arrival in New York City – along with huge crowds of people.
They had planned to return to Oklahoma by train, but the two adventurous boys begged their father to buy
a car so that they could drive home. After many pleas, their father
a finl ly relented. He told the two boys that
if they could
d fin an automobile so easy to operate that a child could drive it, he would consider their request.
The car they found was a 1910 Brush Runabout – and his father did purchase the car. The boys’ horses were
shipped back to Oklahoma by train.
The two Oklahoma boys departed New York City with great fanfare in July 1910. Their indirect trip home
took them through Albany, Niagara Falls, Detroit (their car received a tune-up at the factory where it had been
made), Chicago, and Omaha. The Brush was known for being able to handle mud well and climb well – both
characteristics that were enormously helpful during the long trip. Roads were unpaved and often little more
than wagon trails. Crossing rivers was a particular challenge. Crowds of people often came to greet them as
they drove into towns and cities along the way .
The boys later wrote that, on arrival in Oklahoma City, their Brush still purred like a kitten! The Brush Auto
mobile Company used the “Little Cowboys from Oklahoma” extensively in its advertising.
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1910 Brush, Eng. No. A2150D. Owner: Tillman County Historical Society
Pioneer Townsite Museum, P.O. Box 833, Frederick, OK 73542 • 580-335-5844 • TillmanOKHistory@gmail.com
This 1910 Brush Runabout was secured in 2005 by the Tillman County Historical Society for an exhibit in its
Pioneer Townsite Museum, Frederick, Oklahoma, that commemorates exploits of Bud and Temple Abernathy,
two pioneer boys from Frederick who, in 1910 at ages six and 10, drove a Brush from New York City all the
way home to Oklahoma.
This particular car was located in Oregon in 2005 and brought back to Oklahoma for restoration. The car’s
original color was green, but it was changed to red during restoration to match the color of the actual Brush that
the Abernathy boys drove in 1910.
Restoration work was done by Ted Davis of Oklahoma City. Davis is himself a noted car collector and automotive authority who is owner of Packard Twin Six, an Oklahoma company that specializes in parts for vintage
automobiles of the 1930s.
The Frederick museum’s 1910 Brush is a star attraction at the Pioneer Townsite Museum. The Abernathy
exhibit contains many vintage photos, news clippings, and artifacts that tell the story of the two little “Cowboys
from Oklahoma” (as news media of the day called them) and their many remarkable exploits.
Seeing this car, just like the one that the two boys drove in 1910, helps visitors truly grasp what a remarkable
feat it was for two children to drive, before paved highways, for such a long distance through often udifficl t
conditions. The story particularly resonates with today’s youngsters who can envision themselves on a similar
adventure.
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1910 Brush Runabout Model D Coupe - Lazamick Collection
Courtesy National Automotive History Collection, Detroit Public Library

Motorists in Brush Car No.13 during the 1910 Munsey Historic Tour with spectators in background.
Organized by the Munsey newspapers, the endurance contest covered a route through ten states of the USA .
Courtesy National Automotive History Collection, Detroit Public Library
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NOTE Liberty Crankcase CAST IRON
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The Liberty Brush
$ 350
1911 Independence Day
July the fourth.
Brush made the most startling offer ever
coming from the automotive industry.
The offer of a guaranteed efficient motor car
for
$350The Liberty Brush
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1911 The Liberty Brush Runabout Great Efficiency Run
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1911 The Liberty Brush Runabout
Great Efficiency Run

The Brush Guaranteed Offer made on Independence Day was a fitting one for this action because it marked the
independence of thousands of families from the horse, the trolley and the train.
As a proper introduction Brush proposed the unique idea of an economy and efficiency contest for the one
make of automobile – The Liberty Brush.
Dealers country-wide responded with entries and each car carried its driver and an observer, the later a
newspaperman, business rival, or other qualified person whose duty was to measure the gasoline and oil
consumption at the 100 mile mark and to note any repairs or adjustments, and the elapsed running time.
THE RESULT - Petrol 18 cents per gallon
WINNER - 100 miles for 39 cents – 48.4 miles per gallon – using 1 pint of oil
SECOND - 100 miles for 48 cents – using one more quart gasoline than first.
THIRD - 100 miles for 54 cents – but only a quarter of a pint of oil
FOURTH – 100 miles for56 cents – using one third a pint of oil
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The 1912 Liberty
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1913 Liberty Brush of Carol and Mark Bryant of Redway, California – with their their two girls Haylie
(9) & Stacy (4)
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“$350 at last has brought the automobile within the reach of Every Man. A million buggies are sold
each year in America. All those horse owners can now use a motor car at less cost.”
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The Glidden Tours were promotional events held during the automotive Brass Era by the American
Automobile Association (AAA). The AAA, a proponent for safer roads, acceptance of the automobile and
automotive-friendly legislation, started the tour to promote public acceptance and bring awareness of their goals.
The original Glidden Tours were held from 1902 through 1913. They were named after Charles J. Glidden, a
financier and automobile enthusiast, who
presented the AAA with a trophy first
awarded to the winner of the 1905 tour.
At the turn of the century automobile
travel was difficult as the road systems
around the world were generally not well
suited for the horseless carriage.
To bring more awareness and sponsorship
to the event, the AAA announced that the
tour would be a "reliability and endurance"
tour, a type of road rally. This attracted
automobile manufacturers who competed
to test their vehicles and use the events for
advertising.
The tours were grueling events: cars
broke down, were damaged by accidents,
and encountered nearly impassable roads.
Drivers and teams did repairs on the run
and helped out other drivers having
difficulties.
The Brush advertisement above reports “Because
we did cover the Glidden Route in the allocated
time, we don’t want to mislead you and have you
think that the Brush is intended for this kind of
work.
It isn’t - It’s a Runabout – the only true
runabout built in America
We entered in the Glidden Tour just to show that
it has the qualities we have been claiming for it”
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1908 The Brush Runabout Great Efficiency Run

“1908 August 1, four Brush Runabouts and one Brush
Delivery wagon started from Detroit, all bound in different
directions, on what has proved to be the most convincing
demonstration ever made by any automobile of its general
efficiency”
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No. 3 In deep water – but they motored out ! These were the first 5
Model B from the factory. So they were new and stiff. The carried the
equivalent of 50% overload. They traversed every style of road or near
road between Boston and Denver, a very small part of their route being
on pavements.
No.2 crossed the terrific grades of Southeastern Ohio &
Central Pennsylvania.
No.3 wallowed in water for days,
No.4 had a constant diet of sand and mud.
Against all this they showed an average of nearly
23 miles per gallon
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Pikes Peak or Bust………in a 7HP 1908 Brush

Everyone at the Brush Factory was jubilant over Fred Trinkle’s climb of Pikes Peak, 22.6 miles from the base at
7,000 feet to the peak elevation 14, 407 feet, the 7HP Brush being the third car to achieve the peak – a
Locomobile Steamer was first and a 70HP Stearns second, and this after the little Runabout travelling 2,340
miles from Detroit.
AND then he and Florence took the little Brush for a month’s run – “Across America”
Back to the Climb – on reaching Colorado Springs he found good weather and no snow on the Peak. He
removed the running bars and fenders and had a “sprag” made to hold it on steep grades when he stopped to
speed up the engine. He found the old road had been abandoned when the cog railway was built.
The steepness, which had eliminated some cars, did not bother the Brush as it had the only known diaphragm
fuel pump.
Rocks, boulders, fallen trees and other rubbish
blocked the road requiring Fred to stop and
clear the “road” while washouts were
numerous.
Often during the climb Fred and his cameraman
sat with one foot outside the car so as to be
ready to jump to safety if they saw the little car
tottering on the edge of the narrow crumbling
“road”
Fred celebrated his successful climb by driving up the steps of Summit House on the Peak. Next day Fred found
the descent much more difficult and dangerous than the climb.
The Brush was the third car to complete the climb and went every foot of the way under its own power.
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U S A Coast to Coast in a 1908 Brush
Fred & Florence Trinkle – Pioneer Motorists
Denver to San Francisco

Everyone at the Brush Factory was jubilant over Fred’s climb of Pikes Peak, 22.6 miles from the base to the
peak elevation 14, 407 feet, the 7HP Brush being the third car to achieve the peak – a Locomobile Steamer was
first and a 70HP Stearns second, and this after the little Runabout travelling 2,340 miles from Detroit.
However Briscoe, then Chairman of Brush, wrote to Fred asking him to take the Brush “Across America” and if
that wasn’t enough, having completed the Denver to San Francisco expedition, send it back by train to Detroit
and drive it to New York for the winter motor show !
As Florence wrote “It appalled us at first…..there must be pioneer blood in our veins; the “call of the road”
won. We knew there were no road maps and few road signs so we carried a compass and railway maps. We each
took a suitcase with one full change of clothes. We divided the money between us in case of emergencies, and
both of us had a revolver.
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Florence & Fred & their 7hp Brush at the Start at Denver

There was no cameraman on the expedition so these few sketches tell a little of the hardships experienced on
their heroic expedition.
After losing their only
shovel near Rawlins,
Wyo, and a shovel was
an absolute necessity on
the trip, the Trinkles
were lucky enough to
“borrow” one from the
Union Pacific Railway !

While Fred cut into a bank on one side of a stream to enable the Brush to cross, their little Brush became
bogged in quicksand and it took more than two hours to dig it out.

Temporarily halted, the
travelers had to camp in
the foothills of Utah
one night, with the
blowing a gale.
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1912 First West to East Crossing of Australia by a Motor Car 1912 Brush Model F Driven by Sid
Ferguson Navigator Francis Birtles – 4,300 kms in 28 days
IN THE MULGA – L to R Francis, Rex and Sid

By 1912, long-distance driving in Australia had been mainly limited to intercity runs in the eastern states but the
trans-continental journey across the inland desert, on mainly unmade camel tracks, was considered far too
arduous.
However, the Sydney agents for the American Brush car, the Canada Cycle and Motor Company, decided to
attempt the first overland crossing as a means of proving the car's stamina and to reinforce the advertising
slogan: ''Brush - it sweeps all before it.''
Ferguson, the company's mechanic, was at the time recognized as a ''motor expert'', while Birtles had made a
name for himself as a champion long-distance cyclist. An outstanding bushman, author and cameraman, he had
already pedaled around Australia in 1908 - a distance of 13,000 kilometers over 13 months. He financed his trips
by publishing such feats and in 1909 wrote Lonely Lands, which he illustrated with his own photographs.
The duo sailed with the car from Sydney to Fremantle, where it was laden with supplies, Birtles' bicycle and a
fox terrier called Rex, while fuel and water was arranged to be sent ahead.
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1912 First West to East Crossing of Australia by a
Motor Car

The left-hand-drive Brush, built in Detroit, Michigan,
cost $US450 new. A light car with a wooden frame and
axles, it had a one-cylinder, 10-horsepower (7kW) engine
running anti-clockwise, driving through a two-speed
transmission.

Sid, Rex and the Brush on the railway line near
Coolgardie – they were forced to use the railway due to
being repeatedly bogged to the chassis in massive
saltpans.

Sid, Rex and the Brush at the Western Australia/South
Australia Border post.

Francis was the photographer and navigator

Unloading the Brush to lighten its weight in an attempt
to drive across a saltpan.
The Brush's lightweight made it ideal for negotiating
desert conditions but the duo quickly encountered sand
dunes, which slowed progress.
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1992 80th Anniversary Expedition Perth to Sydney

In 1992, on the 80th anniversary of the 1912
expedition, Sandy Munroe, John Simmons and
Bob Lamond drove Bob’s 1910 Brush from
Fremantle to Sydney in 21 days ave 40 kph

1992 The Start – Wheels in the Indian Ocean

On the Nullarbor

Our only breakdown was when Sandy was driving. The
sparkplug lead fell off! Being a single cylinder that’s the
END.
Channel 10 Adelaide flew in to Nullarbor
Roadhouse to interview and photo the team. It’s a big flat
country!
Arrival in Sydney at Royal Automobile Club
Cleaned up and ready to party
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At 8.00am on 27th April 2001 a team of Veteran car enthusiast were flagged off from Liverpool Council
Chambers by the Mayor on a unique 80 day, 14,300 km expedition around Australia in a 91years young 1910
Brush Veteran Automobile visiting cities, suburbs, country towns and villages to promote the celebration of the
CENTENARY OF OUR FEDERATION

The Federal Government – National Council for the Centenary of Federation,
endorsed the Expedition as a National Event of the Centenary of Australia’s
Federation.

The Veteran Car Club of Australia approved
the Expedition and the Brush team received
the support of Club members in each State as
they journeyed around Australia.

Road Train – kicking up dust – in Northern
Queensland there is a single lane tar road for
100s of kms. so the Brush took to the dirt as
it kicks up less dust ! !
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On the Nullarbor again – heading West

2001 “ON THE ROAD AGAIN” National Event for the Centenary of
Federation- with the help of a great group of friends – Circumnavigation
ofAgain”
2001 “On The Road
Australia – Clockwise Sydney to Sydney as one of the “Unifying
National
14,790 Km with the help of a great
Events” 14,790 kms 80 days 20 on Display
group of friends.
Circumnavigating Australia.
Clockwise Sydney to Sydney as one of
the “Unifying National Events” of the
1901 - 2001 Centenary of Australia’s
Federation

80 days en route – 60 days on the
road and 20 days on display at
the cities and major towns,
dropping in to schools and
retirement villages, talking about
Federation and showing the 1910
Brush.
Meeting thousands of Aussies
and collecting donations for the
Cancer Foundation.

On display at GPO Melbourne for 3 days - Bob meeting the Lord Mayor
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2005 Veteran Reliability Motor Contest for Veteran Motor Cars & Bicycles.
Commemorating the 100th Anniversary of the
1905 Dunlop Reliability Motor Contest – 900kms Sydney to Melbourne.
197kms and suddenly no drive – hopped out, checked the transmission, something wrong with the clutch, the
High Speed Clutch dog and selector had broken probably some time ago and progressive wear of the clutch
plates let the pieces out to jam the selector. Some brazing by a fellow enthusiast – “Back on the road Again”.
However 800kms completed, 100kms to the Finish – no drive, snapped half-shaft – Bugger ! ! onto the trailer
and off to the Finish at Dunlop Melbourne.
I believe we achieved our
objectives for the Contest – we
honoured the 1905 Entrants
and their Motors – we showed
that 40 Veteran motors, all
close to 100 years old, could
both share the road with
modern cars, without holding
them up, and “do the miles”
over 900 km without an
accident – that Veteran Motors
should be driven and not
confined to “Collections” and
Museums – and above all we
had a fantastic time and
enjoyed our hobby.
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1912 CENTENARY EXPEDITION 2012

Governor of Western Australia, The Honorable Malcolm McCusker QC flagging off Bob Lamond at the Start at
Government House Perth. On right- Lamond arriving at the Finish at G P O Sydney to be welcomed by the
Governor of N S W Maria Bashir OAM. There were five Brush Runabouts on the Expedition – all completed
the course

At the Start at Government House Perth, Australia
John Stanley, 1911 Brush Runabout
Des Turnbull, 1910 Brush Runabout
Arriving at the Finish, GPO Martin Place Sydney, Australia
Craig Lamond 1910 Brush Runabout Bernard Holmes 1911 Brush Runabout Bernard believes that this is
“The Brush” that made the 1912 Crossing.
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Brush on the Titanic ? ?
In 2008 the Curator of the Titanic Exhibition at the City of Arts & Sciences, Valencia, Spain announced that for
many years they had been searching for the1910 Brush with Chassis letter E 10,329 which was to be loaded on
the Titanic in New York for shipment to London for its European Presentation- was now found and would be
included in the Titanic Exhibition.

Following the sinking of the Titanic it was loaded onto the
Olympic, the sister ship of the Titanic, for Southampton

Saved from a sad end !
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What a great Party – And a Fabulous Display
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